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Proteomic Biomarkers
for Brain Disorders:
Technical
Considerations and
Challenges

Proteomic technologies are being used
to identify fluid-based biomarkers for
detection, progression, and thera-
peutic response in brain disorders.
This commentary focuses on the tech-
nical obstacles and challenges invol-
ved in the discovery, evaluation, and
validation of such markers.
Following the initial excitement in

the mid-90s that proteomics would
yield definitive blood patterns to char-
acterize tumor types, the proteome was
explored in brain disorders, using
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and plasma,
with the expectation that these bio-
fluids would reflect disease state and
evidence of drug action. Conflicting
results from a decade of studies and an
international Human Proteome Project
(http://www.thehpp.org/) highlight the
need to revisit basic principles: stan-
dardization of protocols and sample
collection, reproducibility of technol-
ogy platforms (Mattsson et al, 2013)
and controlling for false positives.
The Neuroscience Steering Commit-

tee of the Biomarkers Consortium
(http://www.biomarkersconsortium.org/)
undertook a proteomic analysis of
plasma and CSF samples collected in
the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
(ADNI) study. A multiplex Luminex-
based immunoassay panel was used to
analyze plasma and CSF samples from
AD, mild cognitively impaired and
control subjects at baseline and 1 year.
Several markers differentiated patients
from controls; three proteins were

consistent with earlier CSF studies,
supporting the potential of plasma
markers as a screening tool (Soares
et al, 2012). Unfortunately, variability
in inter-assay performance can lead to
nonreplicable findings. CSF findings
from the same ADNI subjects using a
subset of the same multiplex panel,
replicated only a few previously repor-
ted protein differences (Siuciak et al,
2012). Comparisons of plasma vs CSF
profiles using the same platform make
clear that only in a few instances are
analytes sufficiently correlated to allow
the use of plasma as a proxy for CSF
(Potter et al, 2012). Thus, even with the
ADNI studies, where standardized sam-
ple and proteomic protocols were used,
variation in specific multiplex immu-
noassay analyte findings limits the
interpretation of the results.
An emerging strategy views broad

proteomic profiling of samples as
‘exploratory’ to be followed by highly
sensitive, specific and reproducible
assays targeted to one or more specific
analytes. At the current stage of deve-
lopment, no multiplex immunoassay-
based approaches that target 410
analytes have proved sufficiently
sensitive to detect beta-amyloid and
tau in CSF at the level achieved when
optimizing conditions to simulta-
neously measure these analytes (Kang
et al, 2012). Mass spectrometric-based
assays offer an unbiased discovery
approach (Craft et al, 2013); studies
are underway with the same CSF ADNI
samples allowing for a unique con-
trast to the multiplex immunoassay
approach. Informatics and pathway
analysis approaches can also be used
to analyze proteomic data, but there is
a tension between application of such
methodologies and reproducibility of
measures within a proteomic platform.
High costs (4$500 per sample) and
limited aliquots (especially for CSF) are
factors to consider in further attempts
to replicate or rule out findings, which
if true, could prove important.
To realize the potential of proteo-

mics, it is critical to understand
the limitations of the technology plat-
forms (eg, its analytical performance—
sensitivity, specificity, precision, sta-
bility, and reproducibility) and set

standards for replication and verification
of assay findings to advance promising
markers to clinical application. In
December of 2013, the Biomarkers
Consortium will sponsor a workshop
(https://www.signup4.net/public/ap.aspx?
EID=CSFP11E&TID=WhpjeshOarRyJD
UAXwZjKg%3d%3d) focused on char-
acterizing the CSF proteome and
developing guidelines for use of tech-
nologies platforms to better identify
reliable markers of brain disease.
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